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"Quality is Priceless"

A custom bike builder with an edge - quality.

(PRWEB) January 19, 2005 -- Here at Doug Keim's Creative Cycles TM, Inc, our mission is simple: supply
high quality service to the true motorcycle enthusiast with the finest handcrafted motorcycles, parts, accessories
and servicing. Because of our growth over the years, we've had to divide the handcrafted motorcycle business
and our Harley Davidson parts, service and accessories business into two separate, yet combined entities.

Our Harley-Davidson department has some of the most knowledgeable and experienced Harley Davidson
people around. Heck, the Harley department has more knowledge and experience in it than many Harley
dealers! Whether your Harley needs routine service, repairs, performance work, wide tire conversion, custom
paint or just parts and accessories, we have the people necessary to get it right. We carry only quality parts and
accessories from all the major industry leaders including Custom Chrome, Drag Specialties, Pro One, Evo by
Weld Racing, Arlen Ness, Kuryakyn, Jims, Daytec, Rolling Thunder, Mean Streets, Harley Davidson and many
others. We also offer our own line of Creative Cycles TM parts and accessories.

Our handcrafted motorcycle and custom parts department is, of course, headed up by premier bike
builder/designer Doug Keim. Doug's bikes have graced the pages of 'Hot Bike', 'Easyriders', 'Big Twin',
'American Iron' and many other magazines the world over. Youhave most likely seen Doug's work at a bike
show near you, or you may have passed by one of his bikes on your local highways. Doug prides himself on
making his award-winning bikes not only beautiful, but also very rideable. You can see a small sampling of the
bikes Doug has done over the years by visiting our 'Bikes' pages.

Youhave most likely seen some of Doug's parts on custom bikes built by Paul Yaffe, Jerry Covington, Harold
Pontarelli and many others.

Doug's business philosophy is no secret: if you don't care enough to know your customers expectations, you are
destined to fail. His view of handcrafted motorcycles is very similar. Handcrafted motorcycles should be a
product of passion, not greed. We still conform to the old way of building custom motorcycles - one at a time.
We have not sold out to building soÂcalled production line custom bikes. We consistently strive to build not
just handcrafted custom motorcycles that meet your expectations, but rather ones that exceed your expectations.

If innovation, pride, quality and craftsmanship are important to you, then you need to look no further - you have
come to the right place. The same pride and care is taken with all our clients, whether you're purchasing a $10
oil filter or a $60,000 motorcycle! Wewouldn't have it any other way. So grab a cup of coffee and settle in.
Check out our site and you'll see some great bikes, meet some wonderfully talented and caring people, and
maybe get some ideas
for your next project.

At Doug Keim Creative Cycles motorcycles are a product of passion, not greed. We still build motorcycles the
old fashion way... one at a time!

A custom motorcycle should be unique, a one of a kind.
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It should challenge tradition. It should provoke thought. Foremost, it's quality should reflect the time and effort
that went into crafting it.

A Doug Keirn Creative Cycles product may not always be the least expensive, however if innovation, pride,
quality and craftsmanship are important to you, then your decision is simple "Quality is Priceless"
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Contact Information
Peggy Stewart
COSMIC ENTERTAINMENT,LLC
http://www.cosmicentertainments.com
608-754-0083

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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